Morphine discriminative control is mediated by the mu opioid receptor: assessment of delta opioid substitution and antagonism.
Morphine is an effective training drug in drug discrimination procedures. In subsequent generalization tests in which other opioids are administered, mu opioid agonists selectively substitute for the training drug. Given the relative selectivity of morphine for the mu receptor, such substitution patterns suggest that the mu opioid receptor is mediating the discriminative control of this compound. The present study assessed this selective mediation by examining the ability of the delta opioid agonist SNC80 to substitute for (and the delta opioid antagonist naltrindole to antagonize) morphine stimulus effects in rats trained to discriminate morphine from its vehicle in the conditioned taste aversion baseline of drug discrimination learning. Although morphine and methadone produced dose-related substitution for morphine (10 mg/kg), there was no evidence of substitution for morphine by SNC80 at any dose tested. Further, although naloxone (3.2 mg/kg) completely blocked the discriminative effects of morphine, naltrindole (3.2-10 mg/kg) did not significantly affect the morphine stimulus. These data suggest that the discriminative control established to morphine is mediated by its activity at the mu, but not the delta, receptor.